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We define a new class of hypergraphs (partitive hypergraphs) which generalizes both, the set 
of all externally related subsets of a graph and the set of all committees of an hypergraph. 
We give a characterization of the partitive hypergraphs and moreover of those which are 
associated with hypergraphs or graphs. 
1. Introduction’ 
1.1. Graphs 
In this section we deal with finite, undirected, loopless graphs without multiple 
edges. The vertex set and the edge set of a graph G will be denoted V(G) and 
E(G) respectively. For x E V(G) we denote: N(x) = {y E V(G) 1 xy E E(G)}, and 
for A c V(G) we denote GA the subgraph of G with V(GA) 7 A and E(G,) is 
that subset of E(G) made of edges with both ends in A, Let P be any partition of 
V(G), then the quotient graph of G modulo P is the graph G/P with V(G/P) = P 
and E(G/P) ={AB 1 A E P, B E P, A# B, such that there exist a E A, 6 E B, with 
ab E E(G)}. 
Deanition 1. A subset X of V(G) is externally relrz ted in G iff N(x) - X = 
N(y)-X Vdx, yeX. 
Obviously, @, {x} for every x E V(G), and V(G) are such subsets. 
Definition 2. Let P=(V,, . . . , V,} be a partition of V(G). P is a coherent 
partition of G iff V&(1,..., k}, Vi is externally related in G. 
Clearly, if P is a coherent partition of G, then P is also a coherent partition of 
G, the complement of G. We denote by OG, lc respectively the following trivial 
coherent partitions of G: {{x} 1x E V(G)} and {V(G)}. 
We now mention the equivalence between the above notations and some other 
’ All notations not detined here, can be found in C. Berge, Graphes et Hypergraphes (Dunod, Paris, 
1973); translation: Graphs and Hypergraphs (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1972s). 
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notations of the same concept that could be found in the literature. P = 
IV,, l l n 9 V,) is a coherent partition of G: 
(i) iff G is the G/P join of the family Gv, in the sense of [27,19,13,14,1]. 
(ii) iff the equivalence binary relation on V(G) associated with P is an 
U(G)-congruence, with U(G) the symmetric binary relation associated to E(G), 
as denoted by [6,16, lo]. 
(iii) ifi G = G/P:::;;*1 Gvk with the substitution notation: [7,3]. 
Gallai [II] found the same notion by studying a binary ielation on the edge set 
of a graph, and Zykov studied in [20] the join operation in the special case IPI = 2. 
l-2. Hypergraphs 
We have some similar notions in the case of simple hypergraphs. Let X be a 
finite set, and 8 be a subset of S(X). then H = (X, g‘; is a simple hypergraph if 
U&g E = x. 
For AcX we denote: g(A)={EE#IEnA#S), and b’(A)= 
((El n A&J (Ez - A) i &, E2 E g(A)}. Clearly, b(A) E &(A), as VE E %‘(A): E = 
(EnA)U(E-A). 
Using the notations of [4,8] we have: 
Definition 3. A E X is a committee of a simple hypergraph H = (X, 8) iff g(A) = 
&(A). Obviously, 0, {x} Vx E X, {X} are committees. 
Definition 4. Let P = (X,, . > . , X,) be a partition of X, P is a coherent partition of 
H iff Vi E{l,. . . , k}, Xi is a committee of H. 
We denote OH, lH respectively the following trivial coht;-cnt partitions of 
H: {(XI I x E XL w. 
Dehitiom 5. Let X0,X1, . . . , X,,, be pairwise disjoint finite set; with X0 = 
(1, l . . , m} and let Hi = (Xi, gi) be a simple hypergraph on Xi, for i == 0, I., . . . , m. 
The conlpound hypergraph 23 = (HO)~!:::;;;IH~~~ is defined by H = (X, 8) with: X = 
U i = l.....m - xi and g = IJii ,,..., ik)Ee,, (%i, 0 gi, 0 l l l 0 8i,) where g;, c l l l 0 8ik = 
(UEiIE,E~i,Vi=il,...,ik). 
The hypergraph .rir is obtained by: replacing every vertex i of Ho by Xi, and 
adding all the edges produced by replacing the vertices i 1, . . . , ik of an edge of 
Ho by an edge of Hi 1, . . . , Eliks 
We say we have a compound representation of an hypergraph W if we can wrtite 
it in some compound for.,r. If we denote by 7’ the hypergraph which is a loop, 
T = ({e}, {e}) obviously, every hypergraph admits two trivial compound represen- 
tations, namely: H = TF and W = Hz:::,$ 
We mention now the equivalence between the two concepts defined above. 
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For A c X, we denote: HA = (A, 6pH,) with gHA ={E n A 1 E E &‘(A)}, we can 
notice that if H = (HO)y::_-;H-, with Hi = (Xi, gi), then Hi = Hx,. 
H/A = ((X - A) U {e}, &.& with e+! X and 
#Y H/A ={EE 8 1 EB WNJb(E-A)We) 1 EC g(A)). 
If H = (X, 8) and if P is a partition of X, we can similarly define the quotient 
hypergraph H/P. 
According to the definition of a compound hypergraph, it is clear th?,t if 
H = (Ha)t:.:~;H- then {XI, . . . , X,,,} is a coherent partition of H. Conversely, let P 
be a coherent partition of H, we have: H = H/P~;,::;;;Hx~, where P = {X,, . . . , X,). 
The notions of committee of an hypergraph and of externally related subset in a 
graph are not independent. 
Let H = (X, 8) be an hypergraph. We denote by (H)2 the 2-section of H, i.e. the 
graph (H)* = (X, E2), with xy E E2, (xf y), 8 3E E g such that x, y E E. Then, it is 
easy to see that if A is a committee of H, A is alh externally related subset of 
(H)2. The converse is true only in a particular case: the case of conformal clutters. 
One can easily see that if HO, HI, . . . , H, are clutters (respectively conformal 
clutters), then ( HO)y:;_-;~Hm is a clutter (respectively a conformal clutter). The 
following is easy to prove. 
Theorem 1.1 [IS]. Let H be a confomzal clutter. Then A is a committee of _?I ifl A 
is an externally related subset of (H)2. 
1.3. Parti tive h ypergraphs 
Let X be a finite set, we say that two subsets A, B of X intersect poperly if 
AnBf@, A nB#P), AnBffl. (Here A =X-A is the complement of A). 
Defi&ion 6. A partitive hypergraph is a pair (X, 8) where 8 is a subset of S(X) 
such that: 
(0) f!!k&XE& 
(i) VA,B&,AnBE&‘. 
(ii) VA, B E 8, such that A and B intersect properly, we have: A U B E 8, and 
AABE& where AnB=(AnB)U(AnB)). 
A direct verification (cf. [15]) shows that if q(G) is the set of externally related 
subsets of a graph G, then (X, v(G)) is a partitive hypergraph. 
Sirnil- rly, if S’(H) is the set of the committees of an hypergraph H, as an 
immedir te consequence of Cunningham and Edmonds’ results [S, 93, (X, %#I)) is 
also a p lrtitive hypergraph. 
Furthermore, let f be a boolean function, from (0, llE to (0, l}, with E = 
1% . . . . e,,}. We say that f admits a simple disjunctive decomposition if there exist 
A=(eI,..., ek} with l<k<n- 1, and two boolean functions g from (0, l}A+e to 
(0, 1}, where e$ E, and h from (0, l}* to (0,l) such that Vx = (x,, . . . , x,&z 
(0. l}E, f(x)= g(hh . . . , Xk), (&+I,. . . , x,,)). A is then called a bound set of f. 
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It follows from [2], that the bound sets of a boolean function y 
hypergraph. 
The two equivalent particular cases: monotone boolean functions and clutters 
have been studied by Eirnbaum and Esary [5] (monotone boolean functions), 
Shapley [18] (simple games), and Billera [4] (clutters). 
In all these papers Axioms (i) and (ii) of the partitive hypergraphs (or equival- 
ent properties) and some results of Section 2, were shown in each particular case, 
in order to provide unique decomposition results. 
The main . purpose of the present work is to characterize the structure of 
partitive hypergraphs, a kind of algebraic abstraction of these decomposition 
theories. A unique decomposition result could be obtained as a by-product of our 
characterization theorem (2.1). Furt.hermore, in Section 3 we give two theorems 
which characterize partitive hypergraphs associated with hypergraphs or graphs. 
2. Padive hypergraphs 
2.1. A characterization of pavtitive hypergraphs 
We now study the partitive hypergraphs defined in Section 1. The next six 
properties are easily obtainable from the definition. 
Let (X7 8) be a partitive h;ypergraph, then: 
Property 2.1. VA, B E 8, A 17 Is # 0 impliw A U B E 8. 
Property 2.2. ‘VA, B E 8 that intersect properly A - I3 E 8 ond I3 -A E 8’. 
Properly 2.3. VY E 8, (Y, Y]), where Y] = {A E 8 1 A E Y} & C?PO a partitive 
hypergraph. 
Property 2.4, (X, 8) ordered by inclusion is a lattice, with the bounls: A AB = 
AnB, and AvB=A{CE~ICZAUB}. 
By now the lattice associated to (X, 8) is denoted T(X, 8) and we define a 
partitive lattice as a lattice isomorphic to a lattice T(X, 8). 
There are two fa_milies of lattices which play particular roles in this study. Let us 
denote &, k; integer 2 1, the boolean lattice of order 2k, and &, k integer 3 1, 
the lattice of order k 3-2 with exactly k elements which are both atom and 
coatom. 
perty 2.5. The lattices Mk and &$ V k a 1, are partitive lattices. 
Mk is isomorphic tc the partitive lattice T(X, 81, with 1x12 k and 8’ = 
. , Fk} such that {PI,. . . , pk}E n(X), where II(X) denotes the set of 
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partitions of X. Similarly, Bk is isomorphic to the partitive lattice T(X, g), with 
1x1 ~.z k, and 8 = (0) U {U ~c_~l,k~{Pi: i E I)). with IpI, . . . , p& NW and 11, kl= 
11, ‘L , . . . , k}. 
Any partition of X made up with elements of 8 is called coherent. Let 3(X, g) 
be the set of all these partitions, then immediately: 
Property 2.6. 3(X, 8) is a sublattice of the lattice of partitions of X. 
Lemma 2.1. Let Ai,i=1,2 ,... 9 k, be the coatoms of T(X, 8). If there exist 
i#jE[l, k] with Ai nAj#9), then for all p,qE[l, k], pfq, A, nA,#$9 and &., = 
As -A,. Furthermore P=(A,, . . . , Ai, [ Ii Ai}E 9(X, 8). 
Proof. Let us suppose A, n 4 = $9, for some p, q E [l, k], as by assumption 
Ai n Aj # 0 we have Ai U Aj E &‘, by Property 2.1. But Ai and Aj are coatoms of 8, 
SO necessarily Ai U Aj =X, and by Axiom (i) and Property 2.2 we have {Ai - 
Aj,Ai nAj9Aj-Ai}E3(X,8). But then A, n(Ai-Aj)#@ or A, n(Aj-Ai)#O, 
otherwise A, c Ai f7 Aj which contradicts the coatomicity of A,. Therefore A, U 
Ai=X or APUAj=X, and thus as APf7A,=0 we have AqGAi or AqGAj 
which contradicts the coatomicity of 4. Hence Vp # q E [ 1, k], A, n Al # 9, 
and A, UA, = X or identically J$ = 49 -A,. Thereby we have 
6, . . . , A, fL~l.k] Aide WC 8). 
Lemma 2.2. Let Ai, i = 1, . . . , k, be the coatoms of T(X, 8). If there exist i, Jo 
[ 1, k], i # j, SUCK that Ai n Aj f $9, theiz VJ E [ 1, k], UjGJ Aj E 8 and (Al, . . . , &}E 
3-(X, 8). 
Proof. Let US define AJ = UiEJ Ai when J =cjl, . . . , jrz}~ [l, k]. 
AJ = (Aj, U Aj2> U (Aj, U &> U l l l U (Aj,_, U Aj,) 
and as Aji U Aim = (Aj, - Ai,,, ) U (Ai,,, - Ai,), using Property 2.1 and Axiom (ii) we 
have AJ E 8. In particular: A~],~~ = Uisll,kj 2 E & but no coatom of T(X, 8) could j 
contain A1l,kl, and thus the only possibility that still remains is ACI,LI = X, and the 
desired conclusion follows immediately. 
Lennma 2.3. Keeping the same hypothesis JS in the two preceding lemmas, the 
restriction of T(X, 6’) to X- UiECl,kl(-@, Ai[) is isomorphic to the lattice Bk, k 3 3. 
Let Z be such that 4)~ 2 c Ai, for some i E [l, k], and A = (UjeJ Aj) U 2 
forso~eJc[l,k]withi$J.As& .=Ai-Aj,tlj~J by Lemma 2.1, then Ai UA= 
Ai U 2, and Ai nA jail implies Ai U 2 E 8. The coatomicity of Ai gives US 
/ii U 2 = X, thus Ai c Z, which contradicts the assumption. 
Therefore, all the elements of the restriction of T(X, 8) to X - UiECl,kl(]@, Ai[) 
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can be written as a union of Iii ; furthermore as (A 1, . . . , A,} E 3(X, i$‘j the intcv& 
38, .&f_ are disjoint in 8, Let us notice that k > 2, as k = 2 implies: Al n AZ #g, 
A, n & = 8, A1 U A, = X, wnich is impossible. 
We can now obtain a decomposition theorem for partitive lattices that will help 
us to build up a recursive construction of partitive lattices. 
Theorcem 2.1. Let (X, 8) be a partitive hypergraph, and Ai, i = 1, d . . , k, be the 
coatoms of T(X, 8). We have the mutually exclusive possibilities: 
if kZ=Z: 
(a) 3i, i~[l, k] such that Ai fl Aj#@, then the restriction of T(X, 8) to X- 
U iE[‘./c] (B9 AC) is isomorphic to the lattice Bk, k 3 3; 
(P) 3i, j E [l, k] such that Ai r\ Aj =Q), then the restriction of T(X, 8 to 
X-Uiell.k] (38, AiD is isomorphic to the lattice Mk, k 2 2; 
when k = 1 we have the trivial situations: 
(y ) Al = 0, then T(X, 8) is isomorphic to B,; 
(6) Al # 0, then the restriction of T(X, 8’) to X - jj4, Al[ is isomorphic to Ml. 
Plroot. To obtain this result from the three previous lemmas we have just to 
notice that, when k > 1: Vi, i E [l, k] Ai n Aj # 0 is equivalent to the negation of: 
Vi&[l, k], ifi, Ai nAj -0. 
In order to obtain a characterization of partitive lattices we need an operation 
which formalizes the operation on partitive lattices corresponding to the substitu- 
tion of graphs and hypergraphs. 
Let Ti = (Ei, siq Oi, li, Ai, Vi), for i = 1,2, be two la&es on the sets Ei, such 
that ,El n E2 = 0 and where si is the partial order on Ei zcsociated with Ti, Oi and 
li are respectively the least and the greatest element of T, and Ai, Vi represent 
respectively the lower and upper bound of Tie 
Defimibion 7. Let a be an atom of TI . Then the substitution of the interval [Or, a] 
by T2 in T,, gives another lattice T called the atomic extension of Tl by T2 in a. 
More precisely T = (E, S, 0, 1, A, V) where E is that set obtained from El U E2 
@y identifying O1 with O2 in 0, and a with l2 in a. Clearly, 1 = ll. Let us define the 
bjinary relation G on E as follows: 
xcy iff (x,yeEl and XS, y) or (X,YE& and xs2y) 
or (xEE~,YEE~ and a sly). 
Trivially, G partial orders E. 
Let us now consider 
Ei={xeEIa$x,x$a}, E’;={xeEIasx}. 
(Obviously, E2 = {X E E 1 x 6 a}, E2 (I E; = 0, E2 fl Ey = {a}, Ei n Ey = 0). 
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The lower bound A, and the upper bound V of T exist and are given by: for 
i = 1,2: 
V(X, y)~Ef: xAy=xA,y and ~Vy=xV~y; 
V(x, y) E Ei X &: xAy = 0 and xVy = x&a; 
V(x, y) E Er x E2: xAy = y and xVy = x. 
Hence: T = (E, S, 0, 1, A, V) is a lattice. 
Lemma 2.4. A 
la the. 
ny atomic extension of a parti tive lattice bY a partitive lattice is ,12 
Proof. Let us consider two lattices T,, T2 and assume that C#Q, 4X are lattice 
isomorphisms from 7; onto T(Xi, 8i), i = 1,2, two partitive hypergraphs uch that:: 
X1 n X2 = 0. Suppose that T is the atomic extension of Tl by T2 in a, where a is 
any atom of T1. If we denote A = 4l(a), we now prove that there exists a lattice 
isomorphism + from T onto the partitive lattice T = (X, 8) with: 
X=(X,-A)UX2, 
~={VE&IA$V}U{(V-A)UX~IVE~&,AEV}U~’~ 
such that: 
VXEE;: 444 = 41(x), 
Vx E E’;: 44~) = (4dd - A) u X2, 
Vx E E2: 4(x) = q&(x). 
clearly the restrictions of C#I to Ei, E’; and E2 are respectively bijections from Ei 
onto 8; ={VE~~ iA+ V}, from E’; onto 8;’ ={(V-A)UX,I VEZE’~,AG V} and 
from E2 onto &. Furthermore, as we have 4(O) =0 and 4(a) = &(12) = 
(&(al -A) U X, = X2; consequently <b is a bijection from E cnto 8. 
We have now to see that 4 preserves the partial orders or: E and g. Let us 
examine this remark in full detail: 
- For all x, y E Eiz thentrivially x < y iff 4(x) c 4(y) and the same result ho 
similarly for all x, y E Ey, and for all x, y E E2. 
- For all x E Ei and y E Ey, then 4(x) = 4,(x) and 4(y) = (4,(y)-A) UX,. Obvi- 
ously-, we have ;i < y iff &(x)c &(y), since A is an atom of T(XI, &); thus 
A n&(x) = 0, and thus &(x) c &(y) iff we have &(x) c &(y) - A) U X2 = @()I). 
- For all XEE~, YEE~, then x and y are not comparable in T, obviously 
4(x) == #52(x) and 4(y) = C&(Y) are not comparable in T(X, 8). 
-For all ~EE~,~E.E~, then 4(x) = &(x), 4(y) I= (4,(y) -A) U X2; therefore 
+(x)‘&(y) and x G y. 
Hence we have shown that d) is an order isomorphism. 
The proof of this lemma will now end by a tedious but not really difficult 
discussion in order to verify that (X, 8’) s also a partitive hypergraph. 
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- Trivially, for all V, WE g2, Axioms (i) and (ii) of the partitive hypergraphs are 
still valid1 a::, (X,, &,) is a partitive hypergraph. 
- For all V, WE &, identically since (X,, 8,) is a partitive hypergraph, V n WE 
&, and moreover A 9 V n W; therefore V n WE 8;. When V, W intersect prop- 
erly, since (X,, &) is 9 partitive hypergraph, V n WE & and (V- W) U (W - V) E 
a& Furthermore, it is very easy to see: A $ VU W, A $i (V - W) U (W - V); hence 
vu W,(V- W)U(W- V)E&. 
-When V, WEE:, that implies V=(V’-A)UX, and W=(W’-A)UXz for 
some V’ !Y E g 1, AC V’, AC W’, vn w=(v’n w’-A)ux2, v’n w’Eq 
using ACorn (i) of &, A = V’ and A c W’ give A c V’n W’ and thus Vfl WE+$;. 
Furthermore if we suppose that V, W intersect properly. then also V’, W’ 
intersect properly and V’ U W’, (V’ - W’) U ( W' - V’) E gl using Axiom (ii) of 8,. 
But, VII W=(V’-A)u<W’ -A)UX,=(V’U W’-A)UX,H; and 
(v- W,u(W-V)=((V’-A)-(W’-A))U((W’-A)-(V’-A)) 
=(V’- W’)U(W’- V’)E&. 
- When VE Si, WE. &, then V n W = $3, so we are done. 
- When V E z!$ WE & identically V n W = W. 
-When VE& WES$, then W=(W’-A)UX,, Vn W= Vn((W’-A)UX,), 
but VnX,=O. VnA =0 hence Vf\ W= Vn W’e&, besides A# Vn W’ thus 
V n WE g i. In the case where V, W interst zt properly, then V and W’ intersect 
properly too, and V U W = V u (( ‘I”2 -A)UX,) so VU W=(Vu W’-A)UX+ 
8”;. Identically (V- W)U(W- V)=((V- W’)U(W’- V)-AJUX,E~~‘;. 
Theorenm 22. The class of partitive lattices is the smallest class oj lattices contain- 
ing the lattices Mk and Bk for every k 2 1 and closed under the atomic extension. 
This xsult is obvious with Theorem 2.1 and the previous Lemma 2.4 and 
Property 2.5. 
3. Committees of hypergrapbs and externally related subsets of graphs 
of 
Before proceeding further, 
parti tive hypergraphs. 
it will now be conven knt to de:fine a particular 
OIII %. A point-partitive hypergraph is a partitive hypergraph (X, &j which 
satisfies: 
(iii) Ilx 6:X, (x)E & 
Naturally we shah call point-partitive lattice a lattice isomorphic to some lattice 
T(X, 8’) where (X, 8) is a point-partitive hypergraph. 
We have immediately the following characterization. 
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Property 3.1. The class of point-partitive lattices is the smallest class which 
contains the lattices Mk, k 2 3 and &, k 2 1, tind is closed under the atomic 
extension. 
Proof. Let us denote by .ZZ? the class of lattices obtained from Mk, k 2 3, and 
Bk, k 2 1, by atomic extension, and by 9 the class of point-partitive lattices. 
Clearly, the class of point-partitive lattices is closed under the atomic extension 
(that is to say we have an analogous Lemma 2.4 for point-partitive lattices). , 
The lattice Mk, k 2 3, is isomorphic to the point-partitive lattice of 8 on 
X=(1,. ..,k}withg={fl,{l},. . . , {k}, X}. Also for k 3 1, & is associated to the 
point-partitive lattice of @5’ on X = (1, . . . , k}, 8 = 2x. Hence 9 c 9. 
Conversely, using Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and noticing that no point-partitive 
lattice could be isomorphic to M,, we have 9 s 56’. 
We shall now examine successively two examples of point-partitive hyper- 
graphs. Let H = (X, E) be a simple hypergraph and V(H) be the set of all its 
committees: 
Property 3.2. (X, W(H)) is a point-partitive hypergruph. 
The reader is referred to Section 1 for the definition of committees and this 
property is an immediate consequence of Cunningham’s results [8]. 
If we adopt analogous notations with those developed by Cunningham in [8], 
for an hypergraph H=(X, E) we have: let Ai, i ~[l, k] be the coatoms of the 
point-partitive lattice T(X, W(H)), 
(1) when the restriction of T(X, V(H)) to X- lJiGrlqkl ($3, A,[) is isomorphic to 
a lattice Bk, k 2 2, then H is said to be frail and moreover if Vi E [l, k] I& I= 1, 
then H is said to be fragile. 
(2) When the restriction of T(X, V(H)) to X- Ui+zfl,kl (B, Ai[) is isomorphic to 
a lattice Mk; k 23, then H is said to be rigid and in particular when Vi E 
[ 1, k] (Ai I= 1, H is said to be irreducible. 
(3) When k = 1, then 1X1= 1, AI =0 and H, %?(I!?) are trivial. 
Note: Ir, the two first cases, when H is neither fragile nor irreducible, H is 
called decomposable as it admits a non trivial substitution representation. 
L,et us recall some usual definitions. An hypergraph H = (X, E) is a clutter 
(antihereditary hypergraph) if for every pair (F, G} of edges we have neither 
FcG, nor GcF. 
[4]. The class of clxtters is closed under hypergruph substitution. 
Furthermore, we can define the blocking clutter of H, or simply the blocker of 
H, as follows: 
b[H] = (X, E’) where E’ =(F’cXl F’nFf& WEE, 
and no proper subset of F’ has this property}. 
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Property 3.4 [4]. For mery clutter I-1, b[b[H)]= M and T(X, V(H)) = 
‘I’(X, %(b[,H]l!. 
Let us IROW introduce two particular families of clutters. 
De-m 9. Pk = (X, {X}) with 1x1 = k is called the k-polygon, Fk = 
(X!, {{x} 1 x E X}) the k-flower. Clearly b[PJ = Fk. 
3.5 [S]. Let pi be a clutter, then H is fragile ifl H is Q k-poiygon or a 
k-flower for some integer k 2 2. 
(Cunningham also characterized the fragile hypergraphs which are the k- 
flowers and the revised superstars: (X, {F 1 Ff $3, A c FE X] for some A c X.) 
But on the other hand, the problem of finding a nice characterization of 
irreducible clutters (hypergraphs) is still an open problem. 
Let us denote CA = (J&2,3), ((1,2), {2,3), (3, li’r) and Ck = (Cl, kl, {IL 21, 
(2,311 l l l ‘I (k - IL, k))) for any integer k > 4. It is not very hard to verify that for 
any k 2 3 the clutter C, is irreducible. 
Let 9 be the smallest class of clutters containing the clutters Fk, Pk (for every 
integer k :a I) and ‘C, (for every integer k 3 3) and closed. under hypergraph 
~uTbstitutisn. 
Theorem 3.1. The fitie following classes of lattices me identical. 
A: 
B: 
c: 
D: 
E: 
the class of point-partitiue lattices. 
the smallest class of lattices contairling :.lre hdtices Mk, k 2 3 and &, k 2 1 
and closed under atomic extension. 
the class of point-partitiue lattices associated with the committees of an 
hypergruph. 
the class of point-partitiue lattices associated with the committees of a clutter. 
the &m-of point-part&c Eatices associated with the committees of a member 
of 9 I 
Proof. Property 3.1 shows A = B. Using Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, and Property 3.2, 
we’ immediately have C E B. Besides, obviously E c D c C. Scr if we prove B c E 
we ha>cre fiinished. But before we have I[O study some inore results about hyper- 
graph substitution. 
3.6. Let Ho = (23,)~~ with Hi = (Xi, E,) for i = 0, 1,2; then we have: 
(1) FnX,#@, then (FnN,)U!a}&, and FnX2EE2. 
(1)’ IfFUGEE(,, Fn.&=@ and GEE~, then FU{~}EE*. 
(2) If FE E,, and F n X2 = 0, then FE El. 
(3) %(U& %‘(H2)U{A E%(N~), a$A}U{(A-{u})UXzI ~IEAEV(H~)}. 
Easy to verify. 
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Property 3.7. Let Ho = (HI):2 and let B. E %(H,), then: 
(1) X2$ B()+S, =B()nXi E %(Hi) for i = 1,2. 
(2) X~cB,~BI=(B,-X,)U{a}EV(HI). 
Proof. (I) We first notice B2 = X2 n B. E %(Ho) since Bz is an intersection of two 
committees BO, X2 of HO. Furthermore, if BO s X2, then trivially B1 = p) E %(H,), 
else BO and X, intersect properly as B1 = BO - X, using Axiom (ii) of partitive 
hypergraphs B1 E %(N,). 
Let F, G E E,(B,) ; we have to consider three cases. 
(cu) a$F, a#G. Then F;GEE,-,, hence Z=(FnB,)U(G-B,)EE~ as B,E 
%(I&) and with Property 3.6, 2 0 X, = 0 implies 2 E El. 
(0) atiF. acG. For any SE*, (F-{a})UZEEO and (G-{a})UZd$,. As 
B i E WH,h 
and again with Property 3.6: (F n B,) U (G - E,) E El. 
(~1 a$ F, a E G. For any ZE E2, (G -{a)) U ZE Eo. As previously we get: 
U=(FnB,)U[(G-{a))UZ-B,]EEo. Since U=(FnB,)U[(G-{a})-B,]UZ, 
then also (F n B,) U (G -B,) E El. 
Identically, 
u’=(F-Bdu[((G-(a)PJZ)nB,1=(F-B,)u(GnB,)E_Eo. 
As U’ n X, = 6, then U’E El. 
Therefore in each case, we reach the same conclusion: B1 E %(H,). 
Finally for the second part of this result, let F, G E E,(B,). Then for any Z E El 
with a E 2, (Z-(a)) U Fe E. and (Z-(a)) U G E Eo. As B,E %‘(H,) we also have: 
u=[(Z--{a))UF-B&[((Z-{a})UG)nB&E, 
and bY Prwerty 3.6, (F- B2) U (G t7 B2) E E2 and it follows By E v(H,). 
(2) The stud Y of Bi goes through the same three following cases. F, G E 
E,(B;)= 
(a) aW,a#G. Then F, GEE, and Z=(FnB,)U(G--B&EO, but ZnX,= 
0 30 .YEE~, ftuthermore Z=(FnBi)U(G-Bi). 
(P) aM EG, for any ZEE~, (F--{a))UZE& and (G-+})UZEE~, but 
we have: 
u=(((F--{a})UZ)nB,)U(((G-(a})UZ)-B,) 
=((FnB#J(G-B;)-{a})uZ. 
Since LkEo and ZEE~, hence (FnB;)U(G-Bi)EE*. 
(y) a$% a E G, for any ZEE~, G = (G-{a})Uz~ Eo, and we have 
U=(FnB,)U(G’-B&EC,, U=(FnB;)U(G-Bi), and as tJn&=f& 
;)U(G-B;)EE*. 
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Also U’ = (G' n B,) U (F -- B,J E Eo, 
u’=zu((G --(a})nB,)u(F-B,~)=zu((Gnb31)u(~-~~~-{a)) 
thus (G~B;)u(F-B;)EE~. 
Lemma 3.1. Let HO = (HI):2 and Ti = T(Xi, %?(Hi)) be the point-partitive lattice 
associated with Hi, for i == 0, I,2 then: TO is the atomic extension of Tr by T2 in a ifl 
there is tro &E %(I&) intersecting properly X1 and X2. 
i%oof. Using Property 3.6, 
@(&)I>v=v(&)U{A E%(&), a&A}U{(A-{a))UX, 1 a EA EV(HJ. 
Furthermore, if B,E %(I&) - % and if Z&c X,, then by Property 3.7, B,E @‘(Hz). 
Similarly, if &c X1 for the same reason BO E {A E %?(I-&), a$ A}. Moreover, if 
B,)E %(I-&,) intersects properly X1 and X2, then Boff %. Hence, %(H,) - % # 4) iff 
there is no BO E %?(I&) intersecting properly X1 and X,. 
Lemma 3.2. Let Ho= (HI):2 and Ti =: T(Xi, %(Hi)) be the point-partitive lattice 
I is ati irreducible hypergraph we have: To associated with Hi, for i = 0, 1,2; when H2 
is the atomic extension of Tl by T2 in a. 
PrOof, If BO E %?( HO) intersects properly X1 and X2, then with Property 3.‘1, 
BZ=:Bo n ~,E~(H,)={~,~~,{x},xE~~} Hence l&1 = 1, but tnen if we consider 
& == X,-B2 as IX& 3 (I-I2 is an irreducible hypergraph’i, &E %(H,) and 
& $ %(I&), a contradic rion. I. L. 
Lemma 3.3. Let HI be a clutter, HO = CL&)? (respectively (HI)?), where Fk = 
(Xk, (X,)) is a k-polygon, k 2 2, and let Ti = T(Xi, %(Hi)) be the point-partitive 
lattice associated with Hi, for i = 0,l. 
If TO is not the atomic extension of Tl by Bk in a, then there exist B0 e %(H,) 
intersecting properly XT, X,, and some integer h a 2 such that: H1/B1 = (H& 
(respectively (H&) w Stere PI, = (X,, (X,,}) is a h-polygon, H3 a clutter, B1 = 
&,flX,, HI =(HI/Bl)rlnl and (a, b)EXh. 
roof. Lemma 3.1 gives us the existence of I&E %(H,) intersecting properly 
X1, Xk. We shall first show: 
(1) VFEE,,FIW~,#~~X~GF. 
As Ho is a simple hypergraph there exists G E E&3,) such that G n X,k # $9, thus 
G = (GI ---(a}) U X,, with G1 E El (since VG E EO, G n X, # pI+ X, c G). So for 
any FE E&3,), as B,E %?(H,), 2 = (F n 23,) u (G -I$,) E E0 but if B1 == BO nX1 
I:=(FnB,,)U((G,-{a})-B1?U(Xk-_Bo). ZnXk#O implies X, GZ and thus 
Xk E F. Now we can show: 
(2) VFE& FN3,fP)=$Fr)II?,#@ 
Let us suppose: 
simple hypergraph 
But then, 
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ME&, F=(h-b})UX, with F,nB,=@. As I&, is a 
there exists G E &(&), G = (G, -{a)) u X, wilth GI n B1 #Q). 
Thus Zl= 6 U (Gr n &) E El and we have a contradiction as F~ c Z1 and H* is a 
clutter. So we have: 
(3) VF E &(&A F = (6 -{a)) U X C with Fl E El and (& -(a}) n B1 # fl. 
Furthermore, using the equivalence mentioned in Section 1, between commit- 
tees and hypergraph substitution wr; have: & = (&/&)~IRI. 
By (3) we immediately see that ali the edges of H#& intersecting (a, b} must 
contain {a, b}; so there exists 2: clutter H3 such that: HI/B1 = (H,),P,, Ph = 
(X,, (X,)) is a h-polygon (h 2 2) and {a, b}c_ X,,. 
The second point of this lemma, when I$-,= (I&)~, follows immediately as we 
notice b[H,] = b[H,]f& and thus we can use Property 3.4. 
End of the proof of Theorem 3.1. We shall now see how we can associate a 
clutter H of S, to any point-partitive lattice T(X, g), such that T(X, 5$(H)) is 
isomorphic to T(X, 8). Let us define e(T) to be the number of nontrivial atomic 
extensions needed to obtain T, a point-partitive lattice, uniquely from the lattices 
Bk, k 3 1. and Mk, k > 3. 
Theorem 2.1 assures US the validity of this definition and moreover we can 
notice the following result: 
Property 3.8. Let ‘I’ be u point-purtitiv~ lattice, t\len: e(T) = 0 ifl ‘l’ is isomorphic to 
some lattice Bk, k 2 1 or Mk, k 2 3. 
We can now give an induction proof based on e(T). 
(ar) When e(T) = 0, the result is nearly obvious. If 7’ is isomorphic to Bk, k 2 1, 
the k-polygon Pk is a good answer. If T is isomorphic to Mk, k 3 3, then we c&n 
take the clutter C,. 
(p) When e(T) > 0, there exist TI, T2 point-partitive lattices such that e(T,) = 0 
and T is the atomic extension of T1 by T2 in a. Clearly e(T,) = e(T) - 1 and thus 
by induction, we have HI = (Xl, EJ E 9 such that T(X1, %(I&)) is isomorphic to 
TP 
(1) T2 is isomorphic to Mk, k 2 3, then, if we denote H = (I&)2, NE 9 and by 
&emma 3.2, T(X, W(H)) is the atomic extension of T1 by T2 in a. 
(2) ‘& is isomorphic to Bk, k 2 2, then let us consider the sequelrce of point- 
partitive lattices such that T:, . . . , TP = T1 with e(T:) = 0 and Vi E [2, ~1, Ti is the 
atomic extension of PI-’ by a lattice T’ (e(P) = 0) in ai. 
By induction there exists a sequence of clutters: Hi, . . . , Hf = 
(Xi, E; ), . . . , Hy = HI and p - 1 clutters Hi, i E [2, p], fragile or irreducible such 
that: I$ =(HI-‘)Ei and T(Xi, %( i )) is isomorphic to Ti, for i E [I, p]. 
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Let i be the first index such that a E Xi. We suppose i 2 2, and consider the 
clutter Hi. 
If Hi is a h-flower for some integer h 2 2 (respectively a h-polygon), the 
sequence: Hi,. . . , Hi, I$+‘, . . . , H2p, where I-I; = (H;)3 (resp. (H;):), for yt E 
[J p], gives us: I-I; = (I&)? (resp. Hz = (HI@). 
Let us suppose T(X& %‘(Hi)) is not the atomic extension of ‘I’(X;l, %(H;)) by 
Bk in a, for yt E (-J p], then using Lemma 3.3, there must exist at least one b E X,l 
such that VF E E;, F n {a, b} # 03 {a, b} c F. This yields immediately a contradic- 
tion, sinr,c Hi is a h-flower (resp. a h-polygon), there exists a vertice a’ # a 
a% Xi. Then to every edge FE Ey, using the definition of hypergraph substitution 
we can associate an edge F’ = (F-(a)) U{a’)E E’;. If Hj is an irreducible hyper- 
graph, therl by induction Hj = C, for some integer h 2 3. Then to any a E Xj, we 
can associate a’ E Xj such there exists G E Ej with a$ G a?ld a% G. (We can take 
any edge adjacent to a’ and which is not {a, a’}.) Then if FE Ey, a ‘z F, using 
Property 3.6, F = F’ U F’ with F’E E’ and F’ fl Xj = 0, also using substitution 
properties: F’ U G E Ey and a$ F’ U G. 
.At last, when j = 1, we can make a proof exactly similar if we consider If: 
instead of Wj. 
Thus in each case, T(X$‘, %(Hp )) is “somorphic to the lattice 7’, and Hi E 9: 
Remark. Theorem 3.1 is still valid if we replace in the family 9 each clutter C, 
by any irreducible clutter on k vertices. Furthermore, as the referee suggested, we 
have an analogous Theorem 3.1 changing $ in 9’ defined as follows: ?P’ is the 
smallest class of hypergraph,. containing, for every k a 3 an irreducible hyper- 
graph on k vertices, and for every k 3 1, a k-flower Fk and a revised superstar 
RS,=(X,{FlAcFclX)), IXj=k. ( no condition on A), and closed under 
hypergraph substitution. 
Hints for t.he proof: we can notice that Bk := T(X, V(RS,)) for any k 3 1 and 
that the above proof of Theorem 3.1 needs only the existence of two different 
kinds of fragile hypergraphs for which hypergraph substitution between hyper- 
graphs of dilferent kinds corresponds always to atomic extension. Finally this 
result is the best possible as one kind of fragile hypergraphs is not enough to 
generate the whole class of partitive hypergraphs. 
3.1. Application to graphs 
Let G = (X, E) be an undirected graph and 8(G) be the set of all its externally 
related subsets. 
3.9. T(X, a(G)) is a point-partitive lattice. 
To any graph G we can associate the clutter generated by the maximal 
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cliques of G and then obviously (H)2 = G (where (H)* is the 2-section of M, as 
defined in Section 1) and thus by Theorem 1.1: T(X, %(H)) = T(X, 8(G)). 
Also, from this previous remark most of the properties listed in this section for 
hypergraphs can be translated for graphs. In particular notions of fragile., frail, 
rigid and irreducible graphs. 
Furthermore we have: 
(1) (P& = K,, for every integer n 2 1, where K,, is the complete graph on n 
vertices. 
(2) (C& =&, for every integer k 3 4, where & is a chain on k vertices. 
(3) (b[Hj)* = (I?‘),, where (I?), is the cc>mplemcntary graph of (H)2. 
(4) (dFfF’)z = ((H)&H”2. 
Let us define .& the smallest class of graphs containing K, or I?,, n 3 1, and 
&, k’a4, and closed under graph substitution. 
Remark. VG E &, LI.1H E.9, (& = G. Though C, is an irreducible hypergraph, 
(C& is not an irreducible graph. 
Theorem 3.2. The five following classes of lattices are identical. 
A: the smallest class of kttices containing the lattices Mk, k > 4, and &, k 3 1 
and closed under atomic extension. 
B: the class of point-partitive lattices associated with graphs. 
C: the class of point-partitive lattices associated with comparability graphs. 
D: the class of point-part&e la?:Sces associated with a member of S2. 
E: the class of lattices generated by hypergraphs which verify Axioms (0), (i), (ii), 
(iii) and (iv). 
Where Axiom (iv) is: VA, B, CE ~5 such that A U B U C E 8 and A n B = 
BnC=AfW=@, then (AUB) or (BUC) or (AM?) is a member of 8. 
Proof. As Golumbic has shown in Cl23 that the class of comparability graphs is 
closed under graph substitution, so we have: D E CE B. 
Furthermore as there is no conformal clutter on three vertices having M3 ZI.S 
partitive latrice (there is no irreducible graph on three vertices) and with a slight 
modification of the arguments given in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we get: 
A=B,AsD and thus A=B=C==D. 
Let 7’~ E, so 7’ is a partitive lattice and using Theorem 2.2 there exists a 
sequence of atomic extension that gives T. Let us suppose some lattice M3 
appears in that sequence, but this is forbidden with Axiom (iv). Hence E c A. 
Let G = (X, E) be a graph and T(X, 8’(G)) its point-partitive lattice. Ii‘ there 
exist A,B,CE~(G) such that Z=AUBUCE~(G) and AnB=BnC= 
A n C = @, then the graph G’ = G(Z)& where P = (A, 8, C}, cannot be irreduci- 
ble (G’ has only three vertices). Necessarily at least one of the three subset;!; 
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A IJ B or B U C or A U C, say A U B, must be a member of g(G’). Therefore as 
ZE 8(G), we also have A U B E g(G), and thus A E: E holds. 
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